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 Hesse (Seminole for welcome)
 
 You are now officially part of a Marching Band! You may or may not know what you’re getting 
 into! It is a unique sort of organization. You will be expected to work hard--hours of marching
 and standing in the hot Florida sun, giving up evenings and weekends for rehearsals, wearing
 hot, uncomfortable uniforms, enduring lots of yelling--and all for a show that is less than
 10 minutes long. So why do we do it?

 Because it’s a lot of FUN!! Band members really get close to one another. They form lasting
 friendships. It’s a place you can belong and feel comfortable with. And all that hard work really
 pays off - in the feeling of accomplishment you get from having put on a good show, in the sense
 of oneness you get from working together with all those other people to put the thing together, in
 the applause at District Marching Festival, and in the pride you have in your work and your
 organization.

 Use this handbook as a reference. Don’t be afraid to ask questions, but do read it first (You never
 know, someone might ask you a question from it--say around the end of the nine weeks...). It should
 help our technique by making all our moves clear and consistent. For Hopoewaws, it should explain
 a lot of things. For Vets, hopefully it will refresh your memory and maybe even clear up some things
 you’ve always wondered about. However, all the books and reading in the world cannot substitute
 for your hard work and dedication to really learning this stuff and creating an awesome show
 this year! I am looking forward, as I hope you are, to our best year yet! So work hard this year--
 and enjoy every minute of it!

 BAND, TEN-HUT --- NOLES!

 P.L. Malcolm and Cheyne LeBonte
 Band Directors





Band Leadership 2017-18

Band Council/Officers 
Band Captain - Sam P.
Drum Majors - Grace S., Victor T., Sarah W.
Field Commander - Sara D.
Woodwind Captains - Diana D. & James S.
Brass Captains - Nathan K. & Logan V.
Percussion Captain - Nolan V.
Office Managers - Kamini K., Payton M., & Sarah R.
Librarian - Emily M.
Quartermaster - Cathy B.
Equipment Manager - Riley H.
Communications Officer - Kate T.

Leadership
Assistant Quartermasters - Nathan H., Sa’Mya K., Sarah M., Briana P., Isabel R., Sophie R., Jeremiah S., 
Ahlisha T., Madelyn V.
Assistant Librarians - Hannah L., Sydney L., Carli M., Jaidah Q., Jessica-Anne R., Anna V.
Equipment Staff - Ajani B., Saleem J., Jaysen K., Jonathan Ri., Lyman W., Elias W.
Communications Staff - Kiya M., Lina R., Briana T.
Flute Section Leader - Precious U.
Flute Row Leaders - Mei Yean C., Amber P., Jade R., Sian V.
Clarinet Section Leader - Abby C.
Clarinet Row Leaders - Savannah B., Kaylyn D., Danais R., Ally T., Leah T.
Alto Saxophone Section Leader - Solomon D.
Tenor Saxophone Section Leader - Dejah S.
Saxophone Row Leaders - TJ E., Kaley H., Mikayla M., Glorie M., Austin V.
Trumpet Section Leader - Aiden W.
Trumpet Row Leaders - Alex B., Christen C., Micaela H., Nate H., Hunter K.
French Horn Sectional Leader - Marialaura Z.
French Horn Row Leader - Lily H.
Trombone Section Leader - Jairon A.
Trombone Row Leaders - Gabriel L., Kenny O.
Baritone Section Leader - Ari I.
Tuba Section Leader - Ethan S.
Tuba Row Leader - Erika J.
Drumline Section Leader - Sorin C. 
Drumline Sub-Section Leader - Jonathan G.
Front Ensemble Section Leader - Tiara M.







Marching Band Vocabulary

About Face - A stationary facing move in which the body turns 180 degrees.
Adjusted Step - Change the step size (from the normal 8 to 5 ) to cover the distance in a specified number of 
steps.  The half-way method should be used to adjust the step.  Alignment - Dress by rank and cover by file.
Anticipation - Beginning a movement early.
Arc - a curved formation that is part of a circle.
Arc Gate - The movement of an arc with one end fixed as a pivot.
Arc Wheel - The movement of an arc around a central point while still keeping the formation.
At Ease -  Relax with right foot remaining in position.
Attention - The basic posture that should be carried over into all other movements.
Backwards Marching - Move backwards (facing front) in 1/2 steps, on the toes.
By the Numbers - To rehearse a maneuver by counting or calling steps aloud.
Column - A line of band members, one directly behind another.
Company Front - 90% of the band is standing or moving in a lateral line.
Cover - the straightness of a line of individuals, front to back.
Curvilinear Design - any design utilizing arc segments.
Dismissed - Rehearsal is finished.
Dress - The straightness of a group of elements across a lateral line, standing or moving.
Echelon - A group of band members covered in a diagonal rather than a rank or file.
Element - Any component of the band.
Fall In - Take up positions in the basic formation.
Fall Out - Band members may leave basic formation.
Fanning - The uneven expansion of intervals in an element while turning.  
Flank - Abrupt change of direction 90 degrees to the left or right by each individual or rank.
File - A line of individuals, one directly behind the other.
Follow the Leader - a maneuver executed by following an individual at one end of a file in a predetermined 
path.
Halt - Stop all movement.
Hesitation - beginning a movement late.
Hit - a major impact point in the show.
Hold - stand fast.
Horns Up - Maneuver to bring instruments or equipment  to playing position in a specified number of counts.
Horns to the Box - Raise instruments at an angle that allows sound to be directed toward the press box.
Interval Distance - The space between 2 elements.
Left Face - A stationary movement in which the body turns to the left 90 degrees. 
Left Guide - Band member at the extreme left of a rank.
Mark Time - Marching in place.
Oblique -  A movement or facing not perpendicular to the original line of march.
Phasing - An out-of-step error caused by an individual who is ahead or behind the beat; also, a playing error in 
which different groups within the band are out-of-synch, caused by not watching and following the conductor.
Pikes - flag poles
Pic or Picque Point - A field mark, piece of equipment, or individual used as a reference point.
Posture - Carriage or bearing.
Preparatory Command - Tells you what to do before you do it.






















